Boost the performance of your hearing aids

Phonak wireless accessories
Phonak hearing aids are high performance solutions aimed at reconnecting people to the beauty of sound.

Although new technologies make speech understanding in most situations enjoyable, sometimes hearing aids are simply not enough. Hence Phonak has developed an array of wireless accessories that boost performance with minimal effort. This collection of accessories for your hearing aids is designed to keep you connected – whether on the phone, watching TV or in a noisy environment.

Discover the benefits of the Phonak Wireless Communication Portfolio and ask your hearing care professional for a demonstration and compatibility with your Phonak hearing aids.
Stay connected

Phonak DECT – The cordless phone solution

The Phonak DECT is a cordless phone that can be used by the whole family. It is unique in its ability to connect automatically and wirelessly with Phonak hearing aids. Studies have shown that hearing the phone conversation in both ears can improve speech understanding by over 40%.

- Transmits telephone conversations directly to both hearing aids for best speech understanding
- No additional devices required and no need to manually change the hearing aid programs
- Also suitable for normal hearing people
- Up to six handsets can be connected to one base which is particularly useful for small office use
- Direct dial button for a preferred number
- Range up to 300 m (950 ft)

Phonak EasyCall – The cell phone solution

Phonak EasyCall connects any Phonak wireless hearing aids to your cell phone. It is permanently attached and connected to the phone and streams the conversation directly to both hearing aids for unmatched sound quality and maximum speech understanding.

- Connects to any Bluetooth enabled cell phone, even non-smartphones and older models
- The direct streaming solution that allows you to keep your preferred cell phone and your preferred hearing aids
- Attaches easily to your cell phone, it will never be lost or forgotten
- Only one button to operate

---

Simplify your life

Phonak ComPilot Air – The clip-on streamer

The small and stylish Phonak ComPilot Air offers excellent stereo sound quality while connecting Phonak hearing aids via Bluetooth to a variety of audio sources: cell phones, MP3 players, tablets, laptops and computers. Combine with Phonak TVLink to turn your hearing aids into wireless headphones, or with Phonak RemoteMic for better understanding over distance.

- Clip to attach to clothing
- Neckloop-free design
- Basic remote control functionality to adjust volume or program settings of Phonak hearing aids
- For advanced control use with the RemoteControl App
- Spoken messages for easy interaction

Phonak ComPilot – The multi-purpose streamer

The Phonak ComPilot additionally allows you to attach a Roger X receiver to use Roger microphones in loud noise and over distance, or to connect a 3.5 mm audio plug for direct audio input. The extended battery life makes the ComPilot appealing for those that use streaming for a longer time period.

- Large buttons for easy operation
- Extra-long streaming time: up to 24 hours in stereo sound
- Exchangeable neckloop available in two colors and two lengths
- Basic remote control functionality to adjust volume or program settings of Phonak hearing aids
- For advanced control use with the RemoteControl App
- Spoken messages for easy interaction

Phonak RemoteMic – The lightweight wireless microphone

The small and light Phonak RemoteMic is an easy solution for one-to-one conversations over distance. Clipped onto the speaker’s clothing, it transmits the speaker’s voice directly to both hearing aids via a ComPilot or ComPilot Air over a distance of up to 20 meters (66 ft).

- Better understanding over distance
- Small and light (only 13 grams)
Phonak TVLink – The TV and music interface

The Phonak TVLink – used in combination with ComPilot or ComPilot Air – offers easy understanding of TV programs. It improves speech understanding by turning Phonak hearing aids into wireless stereo headphones for TV or music sources. The streaming distance of up to 30 meters (100 ft) allows you to move around the house without missing what is happening on the TV.

Phonak RemoteControl App – The smart remote control

The Phonak RemoteControl App turns any smartphone into an advanced remote control for Phonak Venture hearing aids. Used in combination with ComPilot II or ComPilot Air II, it extends Phonak hearing systems with providing more control and flexibility.

- Direct selection of hearing programs, audio sources or a listening direction
- Individual left or right volume control
- Available for Android and iOS

Phonak PilotOne – The discreet remote control

The Phonak PilotOne remote control is designed for simplicity and ease-of-use.

- Connects to all modern TVs with analog or digital (optical, coaxial) outputs
- Streaming starts automatically as soon as the TVLink and the connected audio source are switched on
- Exchangeable charging slot for ComPilot or ComPilot Air
- Adjusts volume and program settings of Phonak hearing aids
- Four large and tactile buttons
- Uses standard alkaline battery

www.phonak.com/rcapp
Enjoy conversations in loud noise or over distance

Roger microphones

You know the situation all too well: you’re at a noisy place, surrounded by loud conversation, music, etc. and struggling to hear the conversation around you or at a distance.

The Roger Pen and the Roger Clip-On Mic can help you in difficult listening situations to hear and understand up to 62% more speech than people with normal hearing. Roger microphones enable you to enjoy crystal clear conversation, without the stress and confusion that background noise brings.

- Boost one-to-one and group conversations
- Microphone settings adjust automatically to suit the noise and speakers around you
- For virtually every hearing aid, cochlear implant and BAHA, there is a compatible Roger receiver
- Connect to TV or other multimedia devices
- Several microphones can be used together at the same time
- Roger Pen features Bluetooth for transmitting cell phone calls directly to your hearing aids

Contact your hearing care professional today to arrange a demonstration or visit www.phonak.com/wireless-accessories for more information.

Because hearing is believing!

---
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Life is on

We are sensitive to the needs of everyone who depends on our knowledge, ideas and care. And by creatively challenging the limits of technology, we develop innovations that help people hear, understand and experience more of life’s rich soundscapes.

Interact freely. Communicate with confidence. Live without limit. Life is on.

www.phonak.com